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Abstract: Current Web Services integration approaches fail at supporting a highly
flexible service selection and management. To overcome these problems, the Web
Services Management Layer was proposed in previous work. However, this layer
presents some limitations due to the implicit representation of service criteria that
guide its customization. In this paper we propose externalizing these criteria as high-
level business rules. Moreover, the specification of new unanticipated business rules is
also supported. We do this by employing a high-level business rule language proposed
in previous work. We show how this rule language can be used to customize the
WSML, enhancing flexibility. The originality of our approach is the application of a
general-purpose business rule language to the domain of Web Services management.

1 Introduction

In service-oriented computing, applications are often created by integrating third-party
Web Services. However, in order for client applications to achieve a high flexibility in
this integration, advanced support for selection and client-side service management is fun-
damental. This support is rarely provided in standard state-of-the-art service integration
approaches and tools [BEA, Mic]. Moreover, we observe that the selection, integration
and management of Web Services are driven by criteria based on non-functional service
properties. For instance, the service integration can be guided by rules that prefer fast
and reliable services or give priority to services with the least number of failures; other
rules govern the way management should be carried out, e.g. advising the activation of a
caching mechanism for services that are too slow. Many of these business rules depend on
dynamic service properties that are only known at run time. The explicit specification of
these business rules is crucial to achieve a highly flexible integration of services that best
fit the client application’s needs.

As a first step towards achieving these goals, the Web Service Management Layer (WSML)
was proposed in previous work [CVV+ar, VCJ04, VCV+04]. The WSML is an AOP-
based management framework that allows for the dynamic selection and integration of
services into client-applications and the client-side service management. The WSML of-
fers a reusable library of selection, management and monitoring concerns implemented as
aspects that can be customized for different applications on which the layer is deployed.
Although the WSML enhances the overall service management, we observe some limita-
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tions with it: first of all, many decisions about how the framework has to be configured and
customized are taken either at deployment time, i.e. at the moment the WSML framework
is deployed on a concrete client application, or manually at run-time, i.e. through an in-
terface that requires human interaction. Examples of these decisions are: choosing which
aspects need to be plugged in, which parameters need to be used for their configuration
and which services are to be composed. Moreover, even though some anticipated selection
and management decisions are encapsulated in business rules, they are hardcoded in the
implementation of the framework, with negative effects on maintainability. These limita-
tions impede achieving highly configurable and flexible adaptation and customization of
this framework. As business rules are tangled and scattered it is difficult to localize and
change them. Moreover, new unanticipated rules cannot be easily added since it implies
manually modifying or adding code to the framework at many places. Therefore, ex-
tra support is needed to — automatically and non-invasively — realize dynamic business
rules that can vary at run time and that are unanticipated at deployment time.

In previous work we have conducted research on decoupling business rules and their con-
nections to a core object-oriented application and propose a high-level domain model that
allows for their specification in terms of domain concepts [CDJar, CDar]. The novelty of
this approach is the use of AOP for mapping the domain model to implementation. Fol-
lowing a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) approach, high-level rules and connections
are automatically translated to object-oriented and aspect-oriented programs, respectively
[CDar]. In this paper we show how this high-level business rule language can be used to
express and enforce the dynamic business rules that guide the customization of the WSML.
We validate this approach with two scenarios: i) we refactor existing rules from the core
WSML implementation, and ii) we easily evolve the existing application by adding new
rules. This approach has three clear advantages: first, we can — at run time — vary the
conditions that guide the different selection, integration and management tasks offered by
the WSML; second, we can non-invasively extend the core functionality of the WSML,
abstracting from its technical complexity; third, it is possible to add rules that refer to
run-time service properties that were not foreseen in the existing WSML implementation.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the WSML, classifies the possible
rules in this framework and describes which ones and how they are currently implemented.
Section 3 gives an overview of our high-level business rule and connection languages.
Section 4 shows how we can use these languages to express rules that customize the current
WSML. Section 5 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of our approach. Finally,
Sections 6 and 7 present related work and conclusions respectively.

2 WSML

2.1 Overview

The Web Services Management Layer (WSML) [CVV+ar, VCV+04, VCJ04] is an in-
termediate layer between the client applications and the world of web services. It allows
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the dynamic selection and integration of services and client-side service management. It
also supports the definition of criteria based on non-functional properties of services that
govern their selection, integration and management.

The WSML is an AOP framework that facilitates the development of service-oriented ap-
plications. It enables client applications to invoke service functionality in a generic way by
means of service type invocations. Service Types are unified interfaces exposing service
functionality and making abstraction of how concrete services provide it. Service type
generic requests are transparently redirected to concrete services by means of redirection
aspects. The WSML also offers a library of generic and reusable management templates
that can be personalized according to the requirements of the client applications. Exam-
ples of management templates are caching, pre and post billing and fallback strategies.
Moreover, in order to monitor dynamic properties of services — for instance, average
speed, number of invocations and number of failures — the WSML provides monitoring
templates. The monitored properties are used to make decisions about the selection of
services. These decisions are encoded in selection policy templates.

All these management, monitoring and selection templates are implemented as dynamic
and reusable aspects in JAsCo [SVJ03], a dynamic AOP language that realizes the runtime
addition and removal of aspects. JAsCo aspects are generic and can be deployed in dif-
ferent contexts using JAsCo connectors. For instance, in the WSML the management and
monitoring aspects can be deployed on different invokable services, either service types,
concrete web services or service compositions, obtaining this way different setups: global
caching is achieved by deploying the CachingAspect on service type invocations, whereas
local caching is obtained by deploying the aspects on concrete web service invocations
(only caching results for that specific service). Analogously, depending on how the moni-
toring aspect is deployed, global or local monitoring can be realized. Selection aspects can
also be deployed either on web service invocations or service composition invocations, ob-
taining different selection strategies acting at different levels. More details on the WSML
and its implementation can be found in [CVV+ar, VCV+04, VCJ04].

2.2 Challenges: Distilling Potential Business Rules in WSML

We observe that the management, selection and integration of web services is rule inten-
sive. Examples of this are: a caching strategy that needs to be plugged in only if the
response time of the services drops under a certain threshold; a selection policy that se-
lects services with minimum number of failures needs to be considered only if reliability
is a crucial requirement; on the contrary, a different selection strategy can be considered
when reliability is no longer a crucial requirement. We distill many actions of the core
functionality of the WSML that are guided by business rules, including:

Action 1: enabling/disabling of monitoring, selection and management aspects

Action 2: execution of monitoring, selection and management aspects

Action 3: redirection of functional requests (to a single service or service composition)
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Action 4: creation of service compositions

Action 5: classification of service types, services or compositions into categories

Action 6: configuration of monitoring, selection and management aspects

These actions are typically guided by conditions defined upon certain information stored
in the WSML. Different sources of information are distilled:

Condition a: on values stored in WSML objects

Condition b: on values captured by and stored in WSML aspects

Condition c: on values that can be requested from the concrete web services

Condition d: check whether a monitoring, selection or management aspect is enabled

All the combinations of these conditions and actions are possible. In the following section
we describe which concrete combinations are currently considered in the WSML and how
they are supported.

2.3 Current Situation: Implicit Business Rules

Even though the WSML is a first step towards a more dynamic and configurable web ser-
vice integration, we observe that it falls short when it comes to coping with changes in
the business rules that guide how this framework needs to be configured. Currently, these
decisions are either taken manually or are driven by business rules that are implicitly repre-
sented, resulting in tangled code in the implementation of the framework. This introduces
all the problems discussed in section 1.

We identify concrete business rules example groups named BR1 to BR6 that are implicitly
represented in the current implementation of the WSML:

BR1: the enabling of monitoring, selection and management aspects (action 1) is done
manually by the WSML administrator either by means of an XML configuration language
(interpreted at deployment time) or via an administration console (at run time). Thus, the
business rules that guide these actions are implicitly represented in the WSML. We can
imagine the situation in which enabling and disabling these aspects depend on unantici-
pated run-time conditions. In this case, the automatic enforcement of these conditions is
pursued.

BR2: the execution of monitoring, selection and management aspects (action 2) is cur-
rently guided by conditions that are tangled in the implementation of the aspects them-
selves. These conditions check that a certain monitored property (values stored in WSML
(condition a) and calculated by monitoring aspects (condition b)) falls into a certain range.

A concrete example in this category is the following: when a service type is invoked, the
ConditionalCaching aspect first checks whether the average speed (i.e. throughput) of
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that service type (meaning the average speed among all the invoked services that realise
that service type) is smaller than 1000. If this is the case, the aspect starts caching the
results of invoking that service type, which are then retrieved from the cache on every new
invocation on that same service type. As soon as the average speed becomes greater than
the specified threshold, the caching functionality is stopped and the results are retrieved
from concrete web services again.

BR3: the redirection either to single services or to service compositions (action 3) is
guided by conditions that are hardcoded in the redirection aspects themselves. As in case
2, they are conditions on monitored properties (cases a and b).

BR4: business rules that guide the creation of service compositions (action 4) are not
supported.

BR5: implicit categories are considered that classify the services into slow or fast (action
5). Code to support this classification is included in the implementation of the monitoring
aspect, resulting in tangled code.

BR6: the configuration of aspects (action 6) can be done through XML at deployment time
or via the administration console at run time. However, in both cases human interaction
is needed. We can imagine automating these decisions by considering business rules in
charge of modifying certain parameters at run-time, this way influencing how monitoring,
selection and management are carried out.

Table 1: Implicit business rules in the WSML

conditions/actions (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(a) - X X - - -
(b) - X X - X -
(c) - - - - - -
(d) - - - - - -
manually X - - - - X

Table 1 summarizes the situation with current implicit rules in the WSML. The rows and
columns refer respectively to the conditions and actions (distilled in section 2.2). We
specify an “X” when a particular condition-action combination is supported in the current
WSML implementation, either manually or hard-coded, and a “-” if it is not supported.

3 High-Level Business Rules

In [CDJar, CDar] we propose a high-level domain model consisting of: domain entities,
business rules about domain entities, and connections of business rules to the core appli-
cation in terms of domain entities. The domain entities represent the domain vocabulary
of interest and are based on the typical modeling elements found in all data modeling ap-
proaches: classes, attributes, methods, associations and generalizations. The link from
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domain concepts to implementation is encapsulated in a mapping. Differently to other
high-level languages [JRu, Qui, Vis, Hal], this mapping can become very sophisticated in
the case of domain concepts that are unanticipated in the existing application. Even though
some anticipated mappings need to refer to implementation entities, others can be defined
completely at the domain level. More details on these mappings can be found in [CDJar].

High-level business rules express relations between terms of the domain which are cap-
tured as domain entities. Thus, rules are independent of implementation details. A high-
level business rule language is proposed in [CDJar], in which a rule is defined as an IF
condition THEN action statement where condition and action only involve domain

entities. The condition denotes a boolean expression that can involve the invocation of
domain methods, the retrieval of domain attributes and the reference to business objects
(instances of domain classes) specified in the rule. Also these elements can be combined
in logical or comparison expressions as well as in nested combinations. The action part
denotes the invocation of domain methods that can involve accessors, reference to business
objects and domain method invocations. Rule templates can be defined by means of the
PROPS clause exposing the information that needs to be provided at instantiation time.

The high-level business rule connections specify the details of the rules’ integration with
the core application and typically denote an event at which the rule needs to be applied and
the specification of the required information. A rule connection is specified as follows:
CONNECT brname BEFORE/AFTER/DURING eventname . If brname corresponds to
a rule template, then the PROPS value1 , ..., valueN clause is used to define the concrete
values expected by the rule.

This high-level connection language is built on top of the connection aspects identified
in previous work [CDJ03, CDS+03, CSD+04, DJ04]. In that work we observed that, at
the implementation level, rule connections crosscut the core application and therefore we
proposed AOP for encapsulating it. That work has shown that the aspects that encapsulate
the rule connections consist of the same elements, that vary with certain situations: rule
application time, contextual information and activation time. Thus, as the same issues
recur in every connection aspect, we propose abstracting them in high-level features of a
high-level rule connection language. This language allows expressing rule connections as
separate and explicit entities at the domain level. Separating rules from their connections
allows reusing both parts independently. Moreover, we also provide a set of variations for
each different connection issue involved in the definition of the rule connections.

In order to make these rules executable and integrate them with the existing application ac-
cording to the connections, we follow a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) approach: the
rules and connections are automatically translated to object-oriented and aspect-oriented
programs, respectively. The transformations use the mapping to implementation from the
domain entities. Our approach maintains separation of concerns from the domain level to
the implementation level, thus facilitating traceability of the business rules and their con-
nections. Moreover, the automatically generated code pertaining to rules and connections
remains separated from the existing application code and therefore does not interfere with
the development and maintenance of the application. More details on these transforma-
tions, which are outside the scope of this paper, can be found in [CDJar, CDar].
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4 Explicit High-Level Rules for WSML Customization

This section presents our approach which consists of expressing WSML customization
rules in the high-level business rule language introduced above. In order to validate our
approach, we present two usage scenarios:

(1) a refactoring scenario, showing how implicit and tangled business rules can be made
explicit and high-level. This scenario shows that: i) it is easier to reason about those
rules when they are expressed in terms of the domain; ii) it becomes possible to reuse
them by simply connecting them at different events; iii) the WSML code becomes more
understandable and maintainable.

(2) an evolution scenario, showing that it is possible to extend the current WSML func-
tionality in order to cope with new unanticipated business rules, This way, evolution is
supported. The most important characteristic of this scenario is that those unanticipated
rules can be enforced non-invasively in the WSML, without having to manually change or
insert code.

We show how our approach supports these two scenarios. In section 4.2 we specify high-
level domain entities that extract the domain knowledge required in (implicit) business
rules, without having to change the existing WSML implementation. We then show how
it becomes possible to express the implicit rules and their connections in terms of these
high-level entities. In section 4.3 we show that the definition of new high-level domain
entities, business rules and connections that were not anticipated, can also be expressed,
without having to change the existing WSML implementation. Whereas the former re-
quires mappings from domain elements to AOP elements, the latter requires the mapping
to occur through AOP.

4.1 A Domain Model for the WSML and its Mapping to Implementation

The first step in extracting the business rules and making them explicit consists of defin-
ing the domain entities representing the required domain vocabulary. On the top part of
Figure 1, the subset of the domain entities that are required for the examples presented
in this paper is shown. Note that this is not a real-world domain but a web services one
implying that the domain expert in charge of writing rules about this domain needs to be
knowledgeable in web services terminology (e.g. web services, number of failures, service
selection, monitoring and management).

The next step consists of defining a mapping to implementation per domain entity in the
domain model. A full categorization of the possible mappings is presented in [CDJar]. In
this section we show a few mapping examples that link the WSML domain to the existing
WSML implementation. Since the WSML is an AOP framework, a domain entity can
be realized by an entity implemented either in OOP or AOP. The lower part of Figure 1
depicts one-to-one mappings that link domain classes to existing classes and aspects in
the framework. Also, some domain attributes and methods (e.g. the domain method get-
Property() in domain class MonitoringConcern) are aliases for implementation attributes
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and methods, and thus one-to-one mappings exist between them (omitted in Figure 1 for
space reasons). Other domain entities however do not directly correspond to one existing
implementation entity, implying the need for more sophisticated mappings (also supported
by our approach). To illustrate these complex mappings, we present two examples:

CachingConcern
cachedValues
cache()

WSML

addSelectionPolicy(policy)
enableSelectionPolicy(policy)
disableSelectionPolicy(policy)
enableCaching(monitorableService)
disableCaching(monitorableService)
enableMonitoring(property, monitorableService)
disableMonitoring(property, monitorableService)
increasePriority(webService)
decreasePriority(webService)

MonitoringAverage
SpeedAspect

ServiceType
WebService

price
speedCategory
becomeUnavailable()
becomeAvailable()
setSpeedCategory(category)

web
Services *

PropertySelectionPolicy
property
minValue
maxValue
enabled
select(services)
enable(state)

selection
Policies

*

1

MonitoringConcern
property
monitor()
getProperty()

management
Concerns

1

*

MonitorableService
serviceID
requests
stub
averageSpeed
numberOfInvocations
numberOfFailures
averageResponseTime
billing
invoke(request)
setAverageSpeed(speed)

active
Service

1

ManagementConcern
isEnabled
enabled(state)

1

*

monitorable
Service

Monitoring
AverageSpeed

Monitoring
NumberOfFailures

Monitoring
NumberOfInvocations

WebService
Composition

SingleWeb
Service

concreteServices

*

*

1

1

service
Type

service
Types

*

1

WSMLRegistry WebService
properties

ServiceType

instantiated per
instance of

getAverageSpeed()

instantiated per
instance of

MonitoringNumber
OfFailuresAspect

getFailures()

instantiated per
instance of

MonitoringNumber
OfInvocationsAspect

getInvocations()

PropertySelection
Aspect

property
min
max

1* 1 *

DOMAIN MODEL

IMPLEMENTATION

MODEL

TemplateRegistry
1

1
selectionModule

1

1

management
Module

maps to
Notation

Figure 1: Domain entities in the WSML and their mappings to its implementation

Derived mappings. The domain method enableCaching defined in the WSML domain
class, represents the action of enabling a caching aspect (as management concerns are im-
plemented as aspects). However, at implementation level, management aspects are enabled
and disabled via methods defined in the class TemplateRegistry. Thus, the domain method
enableCaching is an alias for that enabling method in TemplateRegistry, as illustrated in
Figure 2. As an association exists between the WSMLRegistry and the TemplateRegistry
classes (as shown in Figure 1), the mapping for enableCaching is defined by means of nav-
igating that association. The boxes in Figure 2 contain information kept in the mapping
which specifies which parameters need to be used to obtain the correct mapping.

Composed mappings. The WebService domain class maps to the class with the same
name existing in the implementation of the WSML, as depicted in Figure 3. The domain
entities that represent static information about a web service (e.g. serviceID and price) map
to corresponding attributes and methods on the WebService class. However, the domain
attributes representing dynamic service properties (e.g. averageSpeed, numberOfInvoca-
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TemplateRegistry

enableTemplateInstance

(instanceName,templateName)

WSMLRegistry

managementModule:TemplateRegistry
instanceName = serviceType.name() + "Caching"

templateName = "ServiceTypeCaching"

instanceName = "Monitoring" + property + webService.name()
templateName = "ServiceMonitoring"

WSML

enableCaching(serviceType)

enableMonitoring(property, webService)

b

a

Figure 2: Fixed values in anticipated mapping from domain method to OO method

tions, numberOfFailures and averageResponseTime) do not have a corresponding imple-
mentation entity in the WebService class to which to map. This is because these dynamic
properties are calculated by and stored in monitoring aspects predefined in the WSML. A
different aspect exists per dynamic property. At the domain level, monitoring aspects are
represented as monitoring concern domain classes, as shown by mappings f, g and h. Thus,
the domain attributes representing dynamic service properties map to the property domain
attributes in those monitoring concerns, as illustrated in mapping e. As a consequence, the
mapping for the WebService domain class is a composition between the mapping to an
implementation class (mapping a) and to several domain classes (mappings b, c and d).

WebService
price,...

becomeAvailable() ...

instantiated per
instance of

WebService
numberOfFailures

numberOfInvocations

averageSpeed ...

...MonitoringNumber

OfInvocationsAspect

instantiated per
instance ofMonitoringNumber

OfFailuresAspect

getFailures()

instantiated per
instance of

MonitoringAverage

SpeedAspect

getInvocations()

Monitoring

NumberOfFailures
property ...

Monitoring

NumberOfInvocations
property ...

a
b

c

d

f

g

h

Monitoring

AverageSpeed
property ...

e

DOMAIN MODELIMPLEMENTATION MODEL

getAverageSpeed()

Figure 3: Example of composed mapping in the WSML

4.2 Refactoring Implicit Business Rules from the WSML

In this section we show how high-level business rules expressed in our high-level language
can enhance flexibility and configurability of the WSML framework. We do this by show-
ing how we can express some of the example rules presented in Section 2.3 in terms of
the high-level WSML domain entities illustrated in Figure 1. In particular, we present
concrete examples of the BR2, BR5 and BR6 categories.
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BR serviceTypeCachingBR

USING WSML AS wsml, ServiceType AS st

IF st.averageSpeed < 1000

THEN wsml.enableCaching(st)

CONNECT serviceTypeCachingBR

BEFORE serviceTypeInvocationEvent

MAPPING serviceTypeInvocationEvent.serviceType TO st

A B

BR webServiceSpeedCategoryBR

PROPS int AS threshold

USING WebService AS webService

IF webService.averageSpeed < threshold

THEN webService.speedCategory("slow")

C

CONNECT webServiceSpeedCategoryBR

PROPS 100

AFTER setAverageSpeedEvent

MAPPING setAverageSpeedEvent.ws TO webService

D

BR selectionPolicyBR

PROPS float AS threshold, int AS delta

USING ServiceType as serviceType, SelectionPolicy AS policy

WHERE (policy.serviceType = serviceType)

IF policy.property = "averageSpeed"

AND serviceType.averageSpeed > threshold

THEN policy.minValue IS (policy.minValue + delta)

AND policy.maxValue IS (policy.maxValue + delta)

E
CONNECT selectionPolicyBR

PROPS 100, 10

AFTER setAverageSpeedEvent

CAPTURE AT addPolicyEvent

MAPPING setAverageSpeedEvent.st

TO serviceType,

addPolicyEvent.pol

TO policy

F

Figure 4: High-level rules for the WSML

BR2. Consider the following rule:

serviceTypeCachingBR: “If the average speed of a service type is smaller than 1000 then
enable the caching of results for invocations on that service type”

In the WSML domain model, the average speed of a service type is represented by the
averageSpeed domain attribute defined in MonitorableService; the action of enabling the
caching concern is represented by the domain method enableCaching(MonitorableService)
defined in the WSML domain class. Using these domain entities, we can express this rule
at the domain level as expressed in part A of Figure 4.

The decision of whether the caching has to be enabled is taken before a certain function-
ality is requested on a service type, i.e. before the invocation of invoke(request) defined
in ServiceType. The domain model allows defining events of interest at which rules might
be applied. These definitions are completely specified at the domain level, in terms of
domain entities. In this example, we are interested in capturing the moment the domain
method invoke(request) is invoked on a service type. We name this event serviceTypeIn-
vocationEvent. Events also expose the contextual information available at that point, i.e.
receiver, parameters and return value. Imagine serviceTypeInvocationEvent exposes the
target object under the name of serviceType. Once this event is defined, we can connect
the serviceTypeCachingBR rule with the core application as expressed in part B of Figure
4. The service type available in the connection context is linked to the service type ex-
pected by the rule in the MAPPING clause.

BR5. Consider the following rule:

webServiceSpeedCategoryBR: “If the average speed of web service is less than 100 then
the web service is slow”

Using the averageSpeed domain attribute defined in the WebService domain class as well
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as its speedCategoty(category) domain method, this rule can be defined at the high-level
as expressed in part C of Figure 4. This is an example of a rule template, as the con-
crete value for threshold is specified at rule instantiation time. This rule can be triggered
at the moment the domain method setAverageSpeed(speed) is invoked on a web service,
captured by an event that we refer to as setAverageSpeedEventWS. This event exposes the
target web service as ws. Thus, the high-level connection of the webServiceSpeedCatego-
ryBR on the setAverageSpeedEventWS event is defined in part D of Figure 4. Analogously
to the previous two definitions, the rule “if average speed of web service is greater than
100 then the web service is fast” can also be expressed in terms of the domain.

BR6. Consider the following rule:

selectionPolicyBR: “If the average speed of a service type is greater than 100 then the
minimum and maximum values considered by the selection policy for that service type
that selects services based on their average speed is increased by 10”

A high-level specification of this rule is shown in part E of Figure 4. This rule can be
triggered at the moment the domain method setAverageSpeed(speed) in invoked on a ser-
vice type, captured by an event that we refer to as setAverageSpeedEventST. This event
exposes the target service type as st. Additionally, the relevant selection policy needs to be
captured at another event capturing the moment the addSelectionPolicy(policy) is invoked
on the WSML. We name this event addPolicyEvent(pol). The parameter is exposed by this
event as pol. The high-level connection of the selectionPolicyBR on these events is shown
in part F of Figure 4. Note that only the invocations of setAverageSpeed that occur after
the addition of the corresponding selection policy will trigger this rule, as it is only then
that all the information required by the rule is available at connection time.

4.3 Evolving the WSML by Adding Unanticipated Business Rules

Externalizing the domain vocabulary in the form of domain entities allows us to express
and realize not only implicit rules that were foreseen in the WSML but also new busi-
ness rules that appear as a result of domain evolution and that were not anticipated in the
original WSML implementation. Many cases can occur:

1) Using existing domain entities in the domain model: a) new rules - same connec-
tions; b) new rules - new connections; c) same rules - new connections.

2) Extending the domain model with new domain entities that either anticipated or
unanticipated in the WSML implementation. For each of these variation, we can
have the following cases: a) new rules - same connections; b) new rules - new
connections; c) same rules - new connections.

Case 1 shows that our approach enhances variability whereas case 2 shows that exten-
sibility is achieved. Representative examples of some categories of these two cases are
presented in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
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4.3.1 Case 1: New rules in terms of existing domain entities

Using the domain entities already existing in our domain model of Section 4.1, we can
specify new business rules that were not anticipated in the current WSML implementation,
for example:

Rule A: if service.numberOfFailures < X then WSML.increasePriority(service)
Rule B: if service.billing > X then WSML.reducePriority(service)
Rule C: if service.numberOfInvocations > X then WSML.enableCaching(service)

For some of these rules we can reuse rule connections defined in Section 4.2 (for instance,
Rule C can reuse the connection defined for serviceTypeCachingBR) or new connections
can be defined for them. The domain entities involved in these rules require mappings that
are defined similarly to the ones presented in 4.1. For instance, analogously to the average
speed service property, the properties involved in these rules are also based on monitored
and management results, and thus the corresponding domain entities are anticipated in the
WSML implementation (section 4.2). The actions also correspond to existing operations
in the WSML and thus there is an anticipated mapping for them as well. Therefore, it
is clear that the high-level definition of these new business rules suffices to change the
behaviour of the WSML.

4.3.2 Case 2: New rules in terms of new domain knowledge

The most interesting situation in this case is when the new domain knowledge is unantic-
ipated in the WSML implementation, as they require more sophisticated mappings speci-
fying how the new vocabulary has to be realized at the implementation level.

New rules in terms of unanticipated derived information. Consider the following rule
example: if service.numberOfSuccessfulInvocations > 10 then increasePriority(service)

This rule refers to a new domain attribute that specifies the number of successful invoca-
tions of a web service which is unanticipated in the WSML. However, this information can
be derived from two existing domain attributes: the numberOfInvocations and numberOf-
Failures. Thus, this new domain attribute can be mapped to an expression that calculates
the substraction between the two existing domain attributes, as shown in part A of Figure
5. The translation of this high-level mapping to a concrete implementation (in terms of
values stored in aspects) is automatic and transparent for the domain expert.

WebService
numberOfFailures

numberOfInvocations

numberOSuccessfulInvocations

...

...

substraction between

WebService
downTime

..

becomeUnavailable()

becomeAvailable()

...

time between

A) B)

Figure 5: Derived mapping for unanticipated domain attributes

New rules encoding unanticipated categories. In Section 4.2 a rule that classifies ser-
vices into the categories fast and slow according to their average speed is identified. These
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categories were anticipated and hardcoded in the WSML. We can imagine other unan-
ticipated categories in which it might be interesting to classify services, according to the
values of their properties. For instance, we can classify services into expensive and not
expensive depending on their price, or into frequently invoked or not frequently invoked
according to the number of times they were actually invoked. Thus, new rules can be
written which encode these categorizations:

if service.price > X then service IS expensive
if service.price < X then service IS NOT expensive
if service.numberOfInvocations > X then service IS frequentlyInvoked
if service.numberOfInvocations < X then service IS NOT frequentlyInvoked

In the domain model, the new categories are represented as new domain attributes in the
domain classes that are being classified. In this case, new domain attributes expensive
and frequentlyInvoked are required simply added to the WebService domain class. Less
straightforward is the definition of their mappings, as they are unanticipated in the WSML
implementation. In this case, the rules themselves control how and when to set the value
of these domain attributes. Our approach realizes this classification using AOP [CDJar],
again transparently for the domain expert.

New rules in terms of unanticipated dynamic properties. Consider the example:

if service.downtime > X then WSML.enableCaching(service)

This rule uses a downtime domain attribute which represents the amount of time a service
is unavailable. This is a dynamic service property since it requires monitoring the time
between the moment a service becomes unavailable and the moment it becomes available
again. However, the current monitoring aspects in the WSML are not able to monitor
this property as it requires different monitoring points. Although the WSML can be ex-
tended by introducing a new monitoring aspect, this aspect has to be written manually.
Our solution performs the automatic generation of the aspect that realizes this unantici-
pated domain attribute. The input for this generation is a high-level mapping specification
stating how this new dynamic property has to be monitored (as illustrated in case B of Fig-
ure 5). Again, AOP is transparently used to realize this high-level specification. Similarly
to the downtime, we can define an uptime domain attribute representing the time between
the moment the service becomes available until the moment it becomes unanvailable. This
new domain vocabulary can be reused in other new rules, for instance: if service.downtime
> service.uptime then service is unreliable.

5 Discussion

The above scenarios illustrate the following advantages:

Enhanced adaptability and variability. The management and selection aspects are now
guided by externalised business rules instead of hard-coded policies. Moreover, generic
rule templates can be defined for those implicit rules, allowing the deployment of the same
logic with different parameters. As a result, we can vary the business rules that guide the
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way management and selection are carried out, without having to adapt manually exist-
ing business rules nor the core WSML implementation. However, varying the rules might
require defining new rule connections for which new events might need to be defined.
Nevertheless, this can be easily done by using the proposed high-level connection lan-
guage. As a consequence, different versions of the WSML implementation can be created
by plugging in different sets of business rules.

Improved understandability. In addition to the above advantage, it is now possible for
a domain expert to add new unanticipated business rules. Adding new rules is trivial
if they can be specified in terms of existing domain entities and can reuse an existing
connection. However, if new domain entities and/or connection are required, an initial
investment is inevitable. Even though the domain expert is able to extend the domain
model with high-level definitions of these elements, less straightforward from the point of
view of the domain expert is providing the mapping of these new elements which might
— in some cases — require detailed knowledge about the implementation. However, once
these mappings are defined, the new domain concepts can be reused in as many rules as
needed, making abstraction of their low-level realization.

Improved reusability. Our approach allows reusing the same business rules by connecting
them at different events. Moreover, every connection can be configured in a different
way (e.g. by specifying a different activation time, or a different mapping between the
available/required information), changing this way the behavior of the WSML.

Run-time configuration. The variability of existing rule connections, the definition of
new connections for existing rules, the addition or removal of rules and connections, can
all occur at run-time thanks to the underlying dynamic AOP language.

First step towards traceability. The use of AOP in the transformations of our high-level
rule and connection specifications allows for a well-modularized and localized implemen-
tation of the rules and their connections, avoiding invasive changes to the existing code.
As the mapping from high-level rules and connections to implementation is made explicit,
rule and connection traceability becomes possible. Analogously, traceability of domain
knowledge is possible as well. However, one potential problem is aspect interference
[EP01]. Conflicts between aspects that result from the translation of high-level rule con-
nections can be treated at a high-level by means of the explicit specification of how to
solve conflicts. We envision support for this in our high-level connection language. A
more challenging interference is the one between the rule connection aspects and the as-
pects that exist in the core application (when this one is built using AOP, as it is the case
in the WSML). More powerful feature interaction mechanisms are required in this case.
Even though this is an important issue, a discussion on it is outside the scope of this paper.

6 Related work

Two lines of related research are identified: high-level business rule languages on one
hand and web services management on the other hand. Our approach combines both lines
of research by applying a general-purpose business rule language to the domain of web
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services management in order to enhance customization. To our knowledge, this combina-
tion has not been explored so far. High-level rule languages are proposed to externalized
rules in real-world domains [JRu, Qui, Vis, Hal]. However, in these approaches rules are
expressed in terms of high-level domain concepts that are aliases for implementation enti-
ties and thus only simple anticipated rules can be externalized. Thus, there is no support
for unanticipated rules. Other line of research proposes dedicated languages to address the
explicit specification of QoS requirements for web services. For instance, the GlueQoS
approach is proposed [WTM+04] which focuses on the dynamic reconciliation of QoS
conflicts between interacting components. They propose a declarative language, based
on the WS-Policy [wsp03] language, to specify QoS features, preferences and conflicts.
These specifications are taken into account by a middleware-based mediator mechanism
in charge of finding a compromise between the QoS of the communicating services. How-
ever, a fixed ontology of features with all possible interactions has to be explicitly and
a-priori identified. Thus, differently to our approach, unanticipated features cannot be
added at runtime. Another related approach is AO4BPEL [CM04] which supports selec-
tive web service composition by modularizing business rules as aspects. In this approach,
however, the core service composition description is tangled with the definition of the
business rules, as they are specified as part of the same process description. Moreover,
contrary to our approach, AO4BPEL rules have to be programmed at a lower level.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we presented an approach that combines a general purpose high-level business
rule language with the WSML layer in order to express and enforce the dynamic business
rules that guide the customization of this layer. Existing rules can be externalized and
new rules can be easily added, enhancing the adaptability of service-oriented applications.
Moreover, these rules are defined in terms of the domain, abstracting technical complexity.
We distill different categories of rules in the WSML, present concrete examples for them
and express them in our high-level business rule language. A discussion on the advantages
and limitations of our approach is included.
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